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 The Card Design Template is perfect for . What a beautiful card template! These designs are just as beautiful as the designs
you see in the finished product. Simple, elegant, bold and bold, your own images and fonts are added. This template allows you
to edit the colors of the text as you wish. Thanks for the sale. Happy shipping! Add the . The product you want to order is no
longer available, or is selling fast! The most popular styles are:. Check this option if you would like to update the background

image on each slide. Its best to use a picture of your grad that matches the design of the theme of your slide. This will help your
presentation have a continuity. Personalized Graduation T-Shirt The product you want to order is no longer available, or is
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selling fast! The most popular styles are:. All orders processed within 1 hour after the order has been placed. A box of 20
postcards is $15. You can create color-customized postcards using a sample of your grad. Its best to use a picture of your grad
that matches the design of the theme of your postcard. This will help your postcards have a continuity. Just let me know in the

notes to seller box when you purchase, and I can help you set up a special sample for you to view before you buy. This would be
perfect for your graduation service package. To create your card design, simply choose the number of slides you want, then just

click and drag your image onto your canvas. The tool will give you options such as black and white, sepia, grayscale, negative
and brightness. Our designs are original and copyrighted by iSlideDesigns. Your purchase will come with the file to edit and

print your own cards. Because of the large number of people visiting this site, you can only upload a maximum of 4 images at
any one time. Our custom images are a huge success and are great tools for a lot of different applications including teacher gifts,
events, cards, and much more! Any unused images on your account will be kept. For production purposes, we need a head shot
to include with the credit card. This head shot is free to be used in a range of creative ways. Just let me know when you place

your order. Many people use this photo for family pictures. It's a great thing to send to 82157476af
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